Quantifying the impact of survivor treatment bias in observational studies.
Observational cohort studies are frequently used to measure the impact of therapies on the time to a particular outcome. Treatment often has a time-variant nature since it is frequently initiated at varying times during a patient's follow-up. Studies in the medical literature frequently ignore the time-dependent nature of treatment exposure. Survivor treatment bias can arise when the time dependent nature of treatment exposure is ignored since patients who survived to receive treatment may be healthier than patients who died prior to receipt of treatment. The objective of the current study was to explicitly quantify the magnitude of survivor-treatment bias. Monte Carlo simulations using parameters obtained from an analysis of patients admitted to hospital with a diagnosis of acute myocardial infarction in Ontario, Canada. When the true treatment was null (hazard ratio of 1), estimated treatment effects varied from a 4% reduction in mortality to a reduction in mortality of 27% when the time varying nature of the treatment was ignored. Furthermore, survivor-treatment bias increased as the time required foe exposed patients to receive treatment increased. Similarly, survivor treatment bias was amplified as exposure was defined to be exposure at any time prior to mortality compared to exposure within a fixed time interval starting at the time origin. Ignoring the time-dependent nature of treatment results in overly optimistic estimates of treatment effects. Depending on the period required for patients to initiate therapy, treatments with no effect on survival can appear to be strongly associated with improved survival. The current study is the first to explicitly quantify the magnitude of bias that results from ignoring the time-varying nature of treatment exposure in survival studies.